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Title: Journal vs Paper vs Thesis

What is Thesis?
tithenai meaning “to place”

Etymology of thesis dates back to the Greek word tithenai which means “to place.” This early
de�inition was concerned with topographical and locative origins with an intentional in�initive that
indicated “putting forth” of something in a pre-de�ined place. From there onwards, the early Greek
word mutated into ‘thesis’ which in Greek meant “to put forth something” like “a proposal” . This
meaning sustained through Latin scholarship and through the Middle Ages and the Renaissance into
modernity. To put forth a proposal became related to the central theme or statement of a scholarly
argument.

Separate ‘nodes’ of knowledge or ‘axioms’ connected to form the ‘hypo-thesis’ or something that
was lesser (hypo) than the ‘thesis’ but was also a projected mind-picture of the same. The
‘hypothesis’ led to the central statement of the scholarly argument. This central theme or statement
of a scholarly argument is known as the ‘thesis’ . It is around the thesis that all other statements and
evidence revolve to prove its validity.

What is Dissertation?
dissertātiō meaning “path”

The word ‘dissertation’ is derived from the Latin word dissertātiō which means ‘path’ . In some
countries, dissertation is also referred to as ‘thesis’ . Oxford Dictionary de�ines dissertation as ‘a long
essay on a particular subject or topic especially written for university degree or diploma’ .

What is Research Paper?
Repetition	of	search

The ‘research paper’ , on the other hand, might be de�ined as any piece of original and plagiarism-
free research. The term, ‘research’ , is concerned with the repetition of search (re-search) .
Repetitive searches in various directions to prove the central thesis question is generally known as
‘research’ .

The research paper will usually, if not always, consist of the central thesis question. 2 kinds of
research papers, one of them being qualitative and the other quantitative.

Journal Paper Thesis
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Journal	is	an	Article	Which	Consists	of	Some	Speci�ic	Criteria

Article with Speci�ic Criteria Informative Sheet In-depth Study

Journal is an article which consists of some speci�ic criteria. A paper is an informative sheet. Thesis
includes a deep study under the guidance of some respected person.

Journal	is	an	Article	Which	Consists	of	Some	Speci�ic	Criteria

Journal Paper Thesis

Speci�ic format for
writing

Description & detailed
layout

Long piece of writing on a subject to earn
degree

The meaning of the word journal means a book in which you write down your personal experiences
and thoughts. Journals are informative book logs. They have a pre-de�ined form of content which
are to be followed accordingly. Journals are used for referring purposes.

A thesis document should be an approved document; its range may vary according to the type of
research done. Thesis writing is a proposed form of writing. It includes the detailed study material
right from the origin till its �inal product. It also explains the current status of the product. These are
mostly written in order to secure the research.

Journal	is	an	Article	Which	Consists	of	Some	Speci�ic	Criteria

Journal Paper Thesis

Includes many topics which are
co-related

Content related to a topic Only one topic is included

Research is not deep
Research manual of journals
and thesis

Deep research

Create awareness about current
topic

Convey subject to relevant user Achieve degree

Around 5,000 to 6,000 words Length is proportional to study
Around 20,000 to 80,000
words

Common theme
Speculative variables &
constants

Central line of inquiry is
constant

While the thesis question opens up the boundaries of these variable possibilities, the central line of
inquiry remains constant and unchanged. The research paper consists of both speculative variables
(majority of which are nulli�ied) and constants that are geared towards proving the central thesis
question or the major constant.

Journal	is	an	Article	Which	Consists	of	Some	Speci�ic	Criteria

Paper Thesis

Proving central argument Central question that leads to research
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Thesis is both about possibilities, through the formation of numerous anti-theses, and about the end
of all possibilities through the nulli�ication of all these anti-theses. The research paper is about
proving the central thesis statement and concerned with gathering evidence and data to prove the
same, exploring other possibilities and nullifying them and providing a speculation on future
alternatives for the central thesis question. To be precise, the research paper is all about explicating
and proving the thesis.

The thesis usually is formed through extensive original thinking that puts forth a proposal or
statement, but the research paper requires tenacious resilience on part of the researcher to justify
the central question. The latter is a long process in which there is gathering of evidence, raising and
nulli�ication of various other possibilities and the application of theories and evidence to the central
research question. All this is done towards proving the thesis. The research paper might be called
an expansion and extension of the central thesis.

The word thesis is sometimes used in place of research paper, but this is a rhetorical error in which
a part is substituted for a whole. The thesis statement is usually a part of the research paper and not
vice-versa.

Place	of	Research	Paper

Paper Thesis

Has Methodology

Number of questions

No methodology

Single question

Thesis statement does not consist of the methodology. The research paper explicates this
methodology and whether it is quantitative or qualitative.

The thesis statement is an end in itself.

The thesis statement is about a single question while the research paper raises a number of
questions albeit in relation to the central theme. Some of these questions are nulli�ied and some
remain as the indicators of alternative discourses.

The research paper usually consists of the thesis, but it is not always so. The research paper might
be on a part of the thesis question and can have stand-alone validity.

✍ Manishika


